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Paper One:
Living with the 

Physical Environment 

Paper Two:
Challenges in the 

Human Environment

Paper Three:
Geographical 
Applications

• 3.2.1 Urban Issues 
and Challenges

• 3.2.2 The Changing 
Economic World

• 3.2.3 The challenge 
of Resource 
Management

• 3.1.1 The challenge of 
natural hazards

• 3.1.2 The Living World
• 3.1.3 Physical 

Landscapes in the UK

 35%
 88 marks
 1 hour 30 minutes

 35%
 88 marks
 1 hour 30 minutes

 30%
 76 marks
 1 hour 30 minutes

• 3.3.1 Issue Evaluation
• 3.2.2 Fieldwork
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The Living World

The Challenges of 
Natural Hazards

The Changing economic 
World

Physical Landscapes in the 
UK – Coasts and Rivers

06
05

04

Urban Issues and 
Challenges

The Challenge of 
resource management

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PAPER ONE: UNITS 1 – 3This unit is concerned with the dynamic nature of physical processes and systems, and human interaction with them in a variety of places and at a range of scales. The aims of this unit are to develop an understanding of the tectonic, geomorphological, biological and meteorological processes and features in different environments, and the need for management strategies governed by sustainability and consideration of the direct and indirect effects of human interaction with the Earth and the atmosphere. PAPER TWO: UNITS 3 -6This unit is concerned with human processes, systems and outcomes and how these change both spatially and temporally. They are studied in a variety of places and at a range of scales and must include places in various states of development, such as higher income countries (HICs), lower income countries (LICs) and newly emerging economies (NEEs). The aims of this unit are to develop an understanding of the factors that produce a diverse variety of human environments; the dynamic nature of these environments that change over time and AQA GCSE Geography 8035. GCSE exams June 2018 onwards. Version 1.0 16 February 2016 Visit aqa.org.uk/8035 for the most up-to-date specification, resources, support and administration 17 place; the need for sustainable management; and the areas of current and future challenge and opportunity for these environmentsISSUE EVALUATIONThis section contributes a critical thinking and problem-solving element to the assessment structure. The assessment will provide students with the opportunity to demonstrate geographical skills and applied knowledge and understanding by looking at a particular issue(s) derived from the specification using secondary sources.FIELDWORKStudents need to undertake two geographical enquiries, each of which must include the use of primary data, collected as part of a fieldwork exercise. 
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Paper One:
Thematic study and 
Historic Environment
Thematic: Crime and 
punishment in Britain, 

c1000–present

Historic Environment:
Whitechapel c1870–

c1900: crime, policing 
and the inner city

 30%
 52 marks
 1 hour 15 minutes

Paper Two:
Period and British 

depth Study
Period: Superpower 

relations and the Cold 
War, 1941–91

British Depth Study: 
Elizabethan England

 40%
 64 marks
 1 hour 45 minutes

Paper Three:
Modern Depth Study

Weimar and Nazi 
Germany, 1918–39

 30%
 52 marks
 1 hour 20 minutes
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Crime and Punishment
• Crime and punishment starting in the 

Medieval Period stretching until the 
Modern Day

• Whitechapel, c1870–c1900: crime, 
policing and the inner city

Elizabethan England
• Role of religion
• Changes to Elizabeth's home
• Elizabethan society

Superpowers and Cold War
• Origins of Cold War
• Cold War crises, 1958-70
• End of Cold War, 1970-91

Weimar and Nazi Germany
• Weimar Republic
• Hitler’s rise to power
• Nazi control
• Life in Nazi Germany

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Crime and punishmentGunpowder plotters and witch huntsAbolition of the death penalty, with a focus on Derek BentleyPolicing in WhitechapelElizabethan EnglandRole of religion including the religious divisions in England and the role of the the Church of EnglandPlots and revolts of home, including Mary Queen of Scots and her claim to the throne and the ArmadaIncluding education, increase in poverty and the factors that led to voyages and discoveriesPeriod study – SuperpowersThe origins and development of the cold warThe Cold War Crisis including the development of the Berlin Wall and the consequences of the Cuban Missile CrisisThe end of the cold war and the fall of the Berlin WallGermanyThe legacy of the First World War, change in society including the role of women and standard of livingThe rise of the Nazi party and the growth in supportThe creation of a dictatorship, state police and the control and influence of attitudes through the rallies and sporting eventsLife in Nazi Germany



Interesting

Develops 
communication

Improves 
literacy 

Develops critical 
thinking

Discussion of real 
world issues

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Geography and history are facilitating subject along with Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Maths and Further Maths, English, Classical and Modern Languages.Why study?InterestingHelp you become a better communicatorDeveloped literacy through formation of structure arguments about social issues in societyDevelops ability to think criticallyEnhances discussion skills regarding real world issues
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Head of conservation provide leadership and manage staff who carry out activities in conservation programmes and environmental monitoring.- £55,000Historian, conducting research - £49, 392Surveyor £45-60,000Emergency Management Director - £77,136 - Emergency management directors oversee training courses and disaster exercises for staff, volunteers, and local agencies to help ensure an effective and coordinated response to an emergency. Average wage £ 42,000 and £32,000





Paper One:
Beliefs and Practices in 

Islam

Paper Two:
Beliefs and Practices 

in Christianity

Paper Three:
Philosophical

Issues
Christian beliefs
• The nature of God
• Creation
• Jesus Christ
• Salvation
• The afterlife

Christian practices
• Forms of worship
• The sacraments
• Pilgrimages and 

celebrations
• Christianity in Britain
• The worldwide Church

Islamic beliefs:
• The foundations of faith
• The nature of God
• Risalah: Prophethood
• Malaikah: Angels
• Akirah: the afterlife

Islamic Practices:
• The Sunni foundations of 

faith
• Jihad
• Festivals
• Shia Islam

 25%
 60 marks
 1 hour

 25%
 60 marks
 1 hour

 50%
 120 marks
 2 hours

• 1: Relationships
• 2: Life and Death
• 3: Good and Evil
• 4: Human rights
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Analysing the 
power of belief

Exploring different 
worldviews

Evaluating what it means 
to be human

Investigating different 
cultures

06
05

04

Examining how belief 
influences actions

Considering ethical issues 
and dilemmas 
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Presentation Notes
PAPER ONE: UNITS 1 – 3This unit is concerned with the dynamic nature of physical processes and systems, and human interaction with them in a variety of places and at a range of scales. The aims of this unit are to develop an understanding of the tectonic, geomorphological, biological and meteorological processes and features in different environments, and the need for management strategies governed by sustainability and consideration of the direct and indirect effects of human interaction with the Earth and the atmosphere. PAPER TWO: UNITS 3 -6This unit is concerned with human processes, systems and outcomes and how these change both spatially and temporally. They are studied in a variety of places and at a range of scales and must include places in various states of development, such as higher income countries (HICs), lower income countries (LICs) and newly emerging economies (NEEs). The aims of this unit are to develop an understanding of the factors that produce a diverse variety of human environments; the dynamic nature of these environments that change over time and AQA GCSE Geography 8035. GCSE exams June 2018 onwards. Version 1.0 16 February 2016 Visit aqa.org.uk/8035 for the most up-to-date specification, resources, support and administration 17 place; the need for sustainable management; and the areas of current and future challenge and opportunity for these environmentsISSUE EVALUATIONThis section contributes a critical thinking and problem-solving element to the assessment structure. The assessment will provide students with the opportunity to demonstrate geographical skills and applied knowledge and understanding by looking at a particular issue(s) derived from the specification using secondary sources.FIELDWORKStudents need to undertake two geographical enquiries, each of which must include the use of primary data, collected as part of a fieldwork exercise. 
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